calling, Frank! come back! 'Come back, Frank!' Of that past there is only
the free, long retrospect of Time, Place and Otherwhere to come drifting
back through the present moment: a retrospect now many times strung
around the earth—probably to go stringing around it again. Who knows?
Many but not so many dreams of the future? Moments of anguish? Oh,
yes—of course—there are many, but no moment of regret. Day by day I
enjoy more the eternity that is now. At last I am realizing that eternity is
now. And that eternity only divides yesterday from tomorrow.
It is now as though the mind itself at times were some kind of recording
film in endless reel, to go on perfecting and projecting pictures endlessly,
seldom if ever the same as the moment changes. But the same scene and
scheme may show itself from infinitely varying angles as the point of
view changes if informing principle, the impulse living in it all, stays in
place. Else the impotence of confusion, the chaos of madness: vain im-
prisonment in the Past.
No—the several years since Taliesin first steeled itself and settled down
to its work and its deal have been free, but of course they have not been
carefree. Sad memories not excluded—they have been happy years. Short.
And Hope never really dies. Because of those troubled years, my life is
richer than ever before, though with 'hard times' as we like to say—and
we must say it—lying all around us. Coming nearer every day to Taliesin.
The menace of its mounting load of debt.
AGAIN HOME
Olgivanna, Svetlana, lovanna and I were up at sunrise this late Sep-
tember morning walking in the thick blue-grass, bare feet in the thick
white rime of frosty dew. The rime so cold that every few steps we would
have to stop to warm our feet in the hollows back of our knees.
The tall red-top, the grass on the hill beyond the garden, gleamed in
the slanting rays of morning sun, the tall grass everywhere, hung with a
gossamer covering of spider webs of amazing size: a sunlit brilliance. All
their delicate patterns were sparkling with the clinging dewdrops, myriads *
that turned each separate strand of each marvellous web into a miracle
of dotted light: a kind of construction that might well inspire this age,
because it is a beauty we might realize in steel and glass buildings. If we
would we could.
The German Shepherd, Kave, always leaping, nosing, nipping and
biting at our bare heels, we reached the melon-patch on the hillside below
the reservoir. Once there, we gathered ripe melons, cool with the frosted
morning dew, broke them across our knees and ate our fill of the rosy,
watery sweetness, crushing in our mouths handfuls of the pink flesh
decorated with black seeds. So many melons were lying all about that we
ate only the hearts and threw the rest aside for the birds.
Fruit seeds were invented for birds and animals, and for us too this
morning.
The faithful Kave shepherds us, sleeping by my bedside at night. Or
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